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Trump’s “Tragic Gift” to the Dems
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Well, the Neo Con Dem party, lately much more the ‘Lesser of two evils’, was just given a
gift.

The sad, tragically sad reality is that this most terrible example of white (and Christian)
murder via hate in Texas can and should propel the Dems into the White House… and
controlling the Senate too.

What transpired in El Paso, with the proof of the shooter’s rage against Latinos (representing
to him the ones who are here undocumented – labeled by him as ‘Invaders’). He wrote that
he was a Trump supporter whose main focus was building a wall at our Southern border. Did
anyone realize that he drove 10 hours or so from Dallas to get to that Wal-Mart in a
predominately Latino area? Well, politically, and of course for his many sins, morally, The
Donald is Trumped!

One could write a book on all the times since 2015 that
Donald Trump has played the ‘subhuman, evil, rapist, infestation, shithole’ and a slew of
other cards to stir up his Base. When I say ‘Base’ I do NOT mean all those who voted for him
in  2016.  Many  whites  who  picked  him  over  ‘The  Wicked  Witch’  did  so  for  a  few  different
reasons.

Some hated Hillary and her phony husband for years, and would never support a Clinton.
Others  only  cared  about  which  candidate  would  increase  better  their  financial  portfolio.
Some were ‘closet racists’ and wanted to end ‘entitlements’, not knowing that corporate
Amerika and the War Economy got more of them by the mega $ billions!

Finally,  many Soccer  Moms and even ‘not  too  far  out’  religious  Christians  were  most
concerned about family values and … and this is key …. Security for their kids!!  They
watched the (mostly) Fox News shows that played the infamous ‘Fear Card’ to make them
worry about their kid’s safety outside of the home. Of course, their main motivation in
voting for Republicans, and of course Trump, was, in all candor, To keep the n*****s and
sp*cs away from my neighborhood and my kids!  It never dawned on them that craziness
sometimes causes, as Donnie Rumsfeld always termed it, Collateral Damage. Automatic
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weapons can hit more than their target folks.

So,  the  Dems  should  remember  the
anniversary next week of the Charlottesville melee. This occurred  the day after young, male
and female whites marched at night carrying Nazi era torches (image left), singing a Nazi
mantra of ‘Blood and Soil’ and saying over and over ‘Jews will not replace us’. Let me repeat
that: ‘Jews will not replace us’. Trump, as we know, did not immediately condemn this as a
Neo Nazi action by white supremacists. No, he waffled and waited a few days to finally state
that there were bad people on both sides but ‘There were some fine people on both sides’.
This is something that the Dems should still be onto. They cannot. Why? Because then the
Deep State’s media spinsters would associate the Dems with Antifa, the anti fascist group
that battled with the white supremacists. That would totally push away any such white
Soccer Mom and Bible thumping white Christian woman. You see,  in  today’s  Neo Con
Amerika, the term ‘Anti Fascist’ is the same as ‘Commie’… period!

Thus, the best course of action for this gutless Dem party is to, for the next 15 months,
shower the media with the transparency of a president’s rants against people of color and
the results of this. The El Paso tragedy becomes fodder for a ‘righteous, not just politically
motivated, campaign to get this guy out of office… along with his minions.

Methinks that, regardless of whatever affection or lack of Robert G Bowers had for Trump,
he must have heard about the Charlottesville incidents. Could it be that he realized  when a
president of the USA does not condemn white supremacy, and of course the blatant anti
Semitism of those marchers, then maybe his, Bowers, anti Semitism, is not so crazy? He

then ‘lost it’ and killed 11 Jewis h worshippers
at that Pittsburgh synagogue last October 27th. It will be those white Soccer Moms and
Family Values Christians that may realize that this president is not securing their lives and
those of their kids. Factor that with the closet filled with sex scandals which follows Trump
for years, and maybe those ‘Swing voters’ may just swing the other way in 2020 and realize
that he does NOT represent family values.
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If that happens, folks, it will be time for we true ‘lefties’ to get back on the streets and town
squares (and politicians offices) and rattle those 2 Party/One Party cages. Elections are only
the beginning.

*

Note to readers: please click the share buttons above or below. Forward this article to your
email lists. Crosspost on your blog site, internet forums. etc.
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